
Our Focus

GE Vernova is accelerating the path to more reliable, affordable, and sustainable
energy, while helping our customers power economies and deliver the electricity
that is vital to health, safety, security, and improved qualify of life.

Why you should partner with us

With a relentless passion for innovation and a diverse portfolio of leading
technologies, GE Vernova is continuing to electrify the world while
simultaneously decarbonizing it. We will help reduce the carbon-intensity of the
world’s power systems by reducing the CO2 per kWh produced.

Our mission is clear

Addressing the climate crisis is an urgent global priority and we take our 
responsibilities seriously. That is our singular mission at GE Vernova: continuing 
to electrify the world while simultaneously working to help decarbonize it.

If we want our energy future to be different… we must be different.

Our mission is embedded in our name. We retain our treasured legacy, “GE,” in 
our name as enduring and hard-earned badge of quality and inequity. “Ver” / 
“verde” signal Earth’s verdant and lush ecosystems. “Nova,” from Latin “novus,” 
nod to a new, innovative era of lower carbon energy that GE Vernova will help 
deliver. 

Together, we have The Energy to Change the World



• It is a two-year program with four rotations, each six months in 
duration. 

• You will be part of the GE Vernova team, focusing rotations in our Gas 
Power business. Assignments will vary but will relate to commercial 
operations, pricing, marketing, product sales, or other sales support 
functions. 

• You are expected to be active outside of their main roles by taking 
part in or leading various small projects, committees, and other 
activities. In this role you are expected to leverage your problem-
solving and people skills to bring solutions both internally and 
externally.

• Suitable candidate will be onboarded on July 2024 or earlier.

Taiwan is hiring Commercial Leadership Program 2024

Please send your application to: 
https://reurl.cc/nrxgv6
Or scan the QR code

Career Opportunity at GE Vernova
W E  A R E  H I R I N G

How do you apply?

https://reurl.cc/nrxgv6
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